Isoorientin induces apoptosis, decreases invasiveness, and downregulates VEGF secretion by activating AMPK signaling in pancreatic cancer cells [Corrigendum]


The authors have advised that a number of errors were made in some of the figures within their paper.

Page 7485, Figure 2A, the corrected image for PANC-1 protein AMPK is:

![Corrected AMPK Image]

On page 7486, Figure 3 was incorrect. The correct figure is:

![Corrected Figure 3]

(Continued)
Page 7487, Figure 4B, the corrected image for PATU-8988 protein MMP2 is:

![MMP2 Image](image)

Page 7488, Figure 4D, the corrected image for shRNA-PANC-1 protein N-cadherin is:

![N-cadherin Image](image)

Page 7489, Figure 5A, Migration section, the corrected image for PATU-8988 at the concentration of Isoorientin-160 µM is:
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Page 7490, Figure 5B, Migration section, the corrected image for shRNA-PATU-8988 is:
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